Luxury 3,5-room maisonette penthouse-apartment with balcony
3.OG - UNIQUE

Kiesseestraße 51a
37083 Göttingen-Geismar
Rooms:
Living area:
Floor:

3,5
85.33 sqm
Penthouse

Directly from owner

Bed-/Livingroom:
Bathroom:
Cellar:
Balcony/Loggia:
Garden sharing:
Parking space:
Bike Parking-space:

3,5
2
Yes
7 sqm
Yes
1x
In-/Outdoor

Type energy certificate:
Type of heating:
Energy sources:
Energy chara. value:
Year of construction:
Property condition:

Verbrauchsausweis
central heating
direct heating
73.80 kWh/(sqm*a)
1998
modernized

Your contacts:
Philipp Dannenberg (Managing Director)
eMail: philipp.dannenberg@dannenberg-soehne.de
Mobile: +49 (0)157 387 515 08
Property Management Dawe GmbH
eMail: info@hv-dawe.de
Tel.: +49 (0)551 70 71 30
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Ground Plan
Wohnung 08
Maisonettewohnung 3. Ober- & Dachgeschoss

3. Obergeschoss
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Dachgeschoss

Wohnen

19,72 qm

Wohnküche

20,95 qm

Schlafzimmer

9,82 qm

Ankleidezimmer

6,21 qm

Brücke

3,47 qm

Bad

14,90 qm

Gäste-WC

1,96 qm

Abstellraum

3,83 qm

Abstellkammer

0,97 qm

Balkon (1/2 angesetzt)

7,00 qm

Gesamt

85,33 qm
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About this property:
The entire rental property was designed with modern architectural-psychological criteria in
mind and was built in 1998. With a total of 25 exclusive, light-flooded apartments from 1.5 to
4 rooms, the property offers a diverse range of highlights. The entire rental property features
an open and spacious design, yet allows for privacy. Upon entering, a feeling of welcome is
conveyed to the tenant. During the design, care was taken to create homes with a high
degree of individuality and living comfort. Despite its close proximity to the centre and the old
town, the location is very quiet. In the immediate vicinity, there is a Rewe supermarket, the
gravel lake, the Jahn Stadium, the open-air cinema and outdoor swimming pool.
Facilities
We promise you, dear prospective tenant, two things:
1. The apartment is a unique and
2. you will probably have never seen anything like such a special apartment elsewhere…
This luxury apartment on 2 floors (3rd floor and top floor) was completed on 01.03.2011. It
has a rentable living area of 85.5 sqm. The optical floor area (minus the pitch of the roof)
is even over 100 sqm in size. This apartment, which was designed in the rental property at
a later stage, is one of the "artists’ homes" within the properties of the Berlin-based
Dannenberg family of property developers.
The apartment is in fact something extraordinary, something that doesn’t comply with
ordinary standards. It was created by the architectural psychologist and developer, Thomas
Dannenberg (Dipl.-Psych.) back in 1997 (actually for his own purposes as a holiday
apartment with the highest "living world luxury"). At that time, however, the project came to
a halt during the construction phase as the City of Göttingen was not minded to approve an
additional 25th apartment for this property. This apartment was subsequently approved by
the Göttingen authorities in 2010/2011. In terms of interior design, it was then finalized by
the architect’s offices of Thomas Hirt and the construction was implemented by the Göttingen
construction company, Dawe.
The focus of the target criterion was that a private living world does not exist solely in the
traditional "living and sleeping space", but that areas, such as the kitchen and bathrooms can
also provide "living worlds", if they are designed differently, namely larger, and also
exceptionally or extravagantly. For example, the kitchen is not just a small kitchenette, but
rather, as the primary living room alongside the entrance area and a guest toilet, forms the
whole room area of the lower floor of this maisonette and ends to the rear in a small balcony
on the garden side. The kitchen therefore forms the centre and living area for
conviviality and well-being. The ancient concept of a so-called "living kitchen" is reborn.
If you look up, you’ll notice that there is no ceiling. You will see a bridge connecting your
living room with the spa bathing area on the 2nd floor. Continuing to look up to under your
roof will give you living feeling of wideness and freedom. Large electrically-operated
skylights flood light all over the various living levels of your private residential world.
Your bathing landscape: you can lie, for example, in your designer bath and look through
the four oversized skylights, which are about 3 meters above, into the clear, starry
sky. The size, that is the expanse and look of this wellness area, begins with a glass wall
extending to under the sloping roof, which you can open by means of a sliding door to enter
the rest of your living world, and which serves to render the optical capaciousness even more
transparent. Specially selected recessed spotlights offer the opportunity to create different
"islands of light".
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Between your living room and the bedroom is a walk-in dressing room, which in terms of
content and function takes up on the idea that private living worlds should not be ‘filled up’
with pompous wardrobes, because in modern interior design, the following principle applies:
only reductionist furniture creates a greater sense of space. Less can be more. This type
of living world not only leaves it mark on your soul, but your partner, your visitors, your
guests will all associate your “individual living world" with your personality, with your
charisma. “Living” an apartment in which you can “play host” as well have your private
retreat, may well be an innovative feature for this residential unit.
The "generosity" is also implemented structurally in the heating and ventilation system: the
resident will not have any radiators in the rooms which might upset the optical and spatial
effect. The entire maisonette features an underfloor heating system under the
designer and tiled floors. This type of heating is unique in the entire rental property and also
provides cost advantages for the tenant. The low-temperature heating system provides
significant and lasting energy cost savings. Furthermore, all the exterior walls and sloping
roofs are designed not only in accordance with the latest energy regulations, but have also
been implemented structurally. Your well-insulated living world boasts a ventilation system
with additive heat exchanger. As a result, and in contrast to open window ventilation, only
the lowest possible amount of heating energy is lost, but an optimum healthy indoor
climate is maintained (medical aspect). This leads to a significant increase in quality of life
for people with allergies.
Location
The residential property is located 4.5 km (11 minutes by car) from the Georg-AugustUniversity of Göttingen, 1.6km from the gravel lake and only a few hundred meters from the
Rewe supermarket.
Nature lovers are sure to enjoy the diverse environment. The Göttingen Forest or the Harz
Mountains offer good opportunities for extensive walks. The area around Göttingen is very
well developed and is therefore suitable for excursions into the natural environment by car or
bike.
However, Göttingen is famous for its educational establishments. The universities, schools
and institutes in Göttingen have a long tradition. There is a rich cultural offering to be found
here, as the theatre and music have strong roots.
• Located in the sunny and green south of Göttingen
• Gravel lake within 10 minutes walking distance
• Location close to the edge of the city
• Rewe supermarket 500 meters away
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